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Kalen
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing,
the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979.
The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.

Mylomon
Eponymous, adj. Giving one's name to a person, place, or thing. Anonymous, adj.
Anonymous. Anonyponymous, adj. Anonymous and eponymous. The Earl of
Sandwich, fond of salted beef and paired slices of toast, found a novel way to eat
them all together. Etienne de Silhouette, a former French finance minister, was so
notoriously cheap that his name became a byword for chintzy practices-such as
substituting a darkened outline for a proper painted portrait. Both bequeathed their
names to the language, but neither man is remembered. In this clever and funny book,
John Bemelmans Marciano illuminates the lives of these anonyponymous persons. A
kind of encyclopedia of linguistic biographies, the book is arranged alphabetically,
giving the stories of everyone from Abu "algorithm" Al-Khwarizmi to Count Ferdinand
von Zeppelin. Along with them you'll find the likes of Harry Shrapnel, Joseph-Ignace
Guillotine, and many other people whose vernacular legacies have long outlived their
memory. Accented by amusing line portraits and short etymological essays on
subjects like "superhero eponyms," Anonyponymous is both a compendium of trivia
and a window into the fascinating world of etymology. Carefully curated and
unfailingly witty, this book is both a fantastic gift for language lovers and a true
pleasure to read.

Seeran
Pictorial History of the World War, by S.J. Duncan-Clark
Rome never fell. Hitler won. Now they are at war. Marcus Americanius Scriptor's
memoirs of the war between every parallel universe where Rome never fell, and
every parallel universe where Hitler won the Second World War, have long been
regarded as the definitive account of that turbulent time.Scriptor's life story, from his
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early life among the housesteads of an obscure province to his role in the ultimate
confrontation with Nazism, was intimately connected with the major political and
social developments of his time. His highly personal record of events was praised
even in his own lifetime for its honesty and intimacy, as well for capturing the scale
of a war that consumed thousands of worlds.This exciting new translation of a classic
work of military history is accessible to new readers and existing students of the
War alike.This is the third original Faction Paradox novel.

Star Wars
The Woodland cultural areas of the eastern half of America has been the most
important in shaping its history. This volume details the history, culture and conflicts
of the 'Woodland' Indians, a name assigned to all the tribes living east of the
Mississippi River between the Gulf of Mexico and James Bay, including the Siouans,
Iroquians, and Algonkians. In at least three major battles between Indian and EuroAmerican military forces more soldiers were killed than at the battle of Little Bighorn
in 1876, when George Custer lost his command. With the aid of numerous
illustrations and photographs, including eight full page colour plates by Richard Hook,
this title explores the history and culture of the American Woodland Indians.

Hitler's Monsters
Seeran never lost control. Responsible for the security of his clan and warlord, he
couldn't afford distraction or attachment. Then, on a Terran beach, he stumbled upon
a male assaulting a female. The ice that ran through his veins turned to fire. The
frightened female is his mate. Whatever control he'd possessed snapped in a moment
of recklessness, and he hoped that was all he'd lost. Hazel shouldn't desire the
terrifying alien. She'd just escaped a disastrous marriage with a violent man, so how
could she fall for a growling soldier who punched first and asked questions later?
Why did his arms feel like the safest place in the universe? Her gut said to trust
Seeran, but her intuition had failed her so many times before. HEA, No Cheating and
No Cliffhangers.

Klawde: Evil Alien Warlord Cat: The Spacedog Cometh #3
"Applaud for KLAWDE. Two paws up!"--Dav Pilkey, creator of the Dog Man series.
"Funny, savage, and brilliant, Klawde is the pet I wish I had."--Max Brallier, New
York Times Bestselling author of The Last Kids on Earth. Klawde is not your basic
cat. He's an emperor from another planet, exiled to Earth. He's cruel. He's cunning.
He's brilliant and he's also Raj Banerjee's best friend. In book three of this hysterical
series, Klawde faces a challenger he never imagined: a dog, who has arrived on Earth
to settle the intergalactic score. He's hyper, he's loyal, he's an all-around-good boy,
and he's here to bring Klawde to justice. Can our ferocious feline evade the long paw
of the law? Raj, on the other hand, is faced with his own out-of-town visitor who,
although from Earth, may prove to be even more formidable: his grandmother. When
she plans a birthday party Raj doesn't want, will he survive the embarrassment?
Heavily illustrated, with a hilarious, biting voice that switches between Raj's and
Klawde's perspectives, this is the story of an unlikely friendship that emerges
between a boy and the evil cat who arrived on his doorstep.
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A Concise History of Wales
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing,
the Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979.
The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.

Video Sourcebook
In the shadows of the forest that flanks the crimson plain by the side of the Lost Sea
of Korus in the Valley Dor, beneath the hurtling moons of Mars, speeding their
meteoric way close above the bosom of the dying planet, I crept stealthily along the
trail of a shadowy form that hugged the darker places with a persistency that
proclaimed the sinister nature of its errand. For six long Martian months I had
haunted the vicinity of the hateful Temple of the Sun, within whose slow-revolving
shaft, far beneath the surface of Mars, my princess lay entombed-but whether alive
or dead I knew not. Had Phaidor's slim blade found that beloved heart? Time only
would reveal the truth. Six hundred and eighty-seven Martian days must come and go
before the cell's door would again come opposite the tunnel's end where last I had
seen my ever-beautiful Dejah Thoris. Half of them had passed, or would on the
morrow, yet vivid in my memory, obliterating every event that had come before or
after, there remained the last scene before the gust of smoke blinded my eyes and
the narrow slit that had given me sight of the interior of her cell closed between me
and the Princess of Helium for a long Martian year.

Culture Warlords
"Blake, a noted film critic, reveals a Catholic imagination at work in the films of
Martin Scorsese, Alfred Hitchcock, Frank Capra, John Ford, Francis Ford Coppola,
and Brian De Palma. Their movies are permeated with such Catholic ideas as
sacramentality (the sacred is present in the profane things of the world), mediation
(God works in our lives through specific people and things), and communion
(salvation depends on belonging to a community)."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

The Odyssey of Homer
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of
movies/entertainment, general interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts,
health/science, business/industry, children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.

China Monthly Review
Bowker's Complete Video Directory 1990
From classroom aids to corporate training programs, technical resources to self-help
guides, children's features to documentaries, theatrical releases to straight-to-video
movies, The Video Source Book continues its comprehensive coverage of the wide
universe of video offerings with more than 130,000 complete program listings,
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encompassing more than 160,000 videos. All listings are arranged alphabetically by
title. Each entry provides a description of the program and information on obtaining
the title. Six indexes -- alternate title, subject, credits, awards, special formats and
program distributors -- help speed research.

The Alien's Winter Gift
She’s investigating a murder⋯ and the main suspect is her fated mate! Amy is
determined to land a private investigating job with the Detyen Legion⋯ but she didn’t
think she’d be solving a murder. All signs point to Doryan, a golden alien who’s
hiding a big secret, but Amy is convinced he didn’t do it. Proving that could be
deadly. Doryan has been hiding away from the Legion for months, certain that he’ll
be executed if they find him. He’s one of the soulless: a warrior who sacrificed his
ability to feel emotion in exchange for a longer life. And once the soulless outlive
their use, the Legion must retire them. But when he’s around Amy, long dead
feelings rise to the surface. It should be impossible, but Amy is his denya, and he’ll
do anything to seize his second chance. But if they can’t find the real killer, their
bond will be broken before it ever gets a chance to form, and when bodies begin to
pile up Doryan’s life is not the only one in danger. Read Doryan for fated mates, a
heart-meltingly broken hero, a smart and savvy heroine and adventures that are out
of this world! The Mated to the Alien science fiction romance series can be read in
any order and there are no cliffhangers! This book is great for readers of paranormal
romance and sci fi romance who love to read in their free time!

Evil Alien Warlord Cat
Doryan
Vanessa knows what aliens want--babies-- and she’s not having it. She’ll change her
name, changer her ID information, and hunker down on a miserable moon on the far
side of the galaxy before she gets matched to an alien brute. Again. Jaxar knows that
Vanessa is the one for him but he needs time to convince her. With the clock ticking,
he’ll do anything to claim her reluctant heart. Even steal her.

Pregnant by the Alien Healer
Warlord of Mars
Delving deeper into the weird world of Konflikt '47, this supplement presents a range
of new material for the game, including: - New units: Options for troops and
technology that can be added to the armies presented in the rulebook. - Special
characters: Field the best of the best, elite men and women who may singlehandedly
be the crucial element between victory and defeat. - New background: The history of
the world of Konflikt '47 is detailed in more depth. - New rules: All-new means of
waging war, including material previously published online.

Weekly World News
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The Roman Empire rules the civilised world with an iron fist, seemingly all-powerful
and limitless. And yet, the power of Rome is secured not by its mighty legions, but by
small bands of warriors and agents fighting a secret war. Tasked by the Emperor to
explore ancient temples, forgotten labyrinths and beast-haunted caverns, they seek
out artefacts hidden by the gods themselves, hunt creatures of myth and face
enemies that would use dark magic against the empire. Broken Legions is a set of
fantasy skirmish rules for a war unknown to history, fought in the shadows of the
Roman Empire. Various factions recruit small warbands to fight in tight, scenariodriven battles that could secure the mystical power to defend – or crush – Rome. A
points system allows factions to easily build a warband, and mercenaries and free
agents may also be hired to bolster a force. Heroes and leaders may possess a range
of skills, traits and magical abilities, but a henchman's blade can be just as sharp, and
a campaign can see even the lowliest henchman become a hero of renown.

Konflikt '47: Defiance
The No-Good Nine
Martians live forever - everyone knows that. So what was Dejah Thoris doing all
those hundreds of years before John Carter arrived? Four hundred years before the
events of Warlord of Mars took place, Dejah''s nation of Helium was divided into two
warring city-states. An unscrupulous overlord from afar encouraged that rivalry to
his own advantage, until he discovers a terrible secret from Mars''s ancient past
beneath Dejah Thoris'' capital. A secret to kill for! Collecting the first five issues of
the hit series in one volume, with bonus material and a complete cover gallery from
artists such as Art Adams, Joe Jusko, Paul Renaud, Sean Chen, and Ale Garza.

Broken Legions
Klawde, the exiled ruler of the planet Lyttyrboks, and Raj, who just moved from
Brooklyn to tiny Elba, Oregon, forge an unlikely friendship as they find their footing
in a strange new world.

Sociologus
Vol. 34 includes "Special tariff conference issue" Nov. 6, 1925.

Alien Warlord’s Miracle
He’s an abomination. The lone survivor of a horrific experiment, warrior Mylomon
was left with unique and dangerous abilities. He takes care of the necessary dirty
work for his clan but he’s yet to earn their trust. After all, how can you trust an
assassin? Now that he’s found his fated mate, his miracle, she recoils at the sight of
him. Daisy is every good and sweet thing in the universe and he will not let her go.
How can he convince her that he’s not the monster he appears to be? Happily Ever
After. No Cheating. No Cliffhangers. This book is the followup to Kalen and should be
read in order for maximum enjoyment. Don't be naughty now.
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History's Greatest War
What doesn't kill you makes you stronger.Nakia may have lost a leg during the
Invasion, but she's not going to let that keep her from what she wants.And she wants
Rohn. She has since the moment the alien warrior rescued her from a collapsed
building. But she's afraid he still only perceives her as a damaged, frail human. She
wants him to recognize her as so much more, and she won't rest until he understands
they belong together.Rohn might be past his prime, but he's not blind.He sees how
the other males look at his mate with envy, admiration, and want. They would tempt
her away from him, take her for their own, and claim that an old, scarred warrior like
him could not satisfy the appetite of a vibrant young female.He'll battle any threat to
his mate, friend or foe, and prove himself worthy.

Havik: Warlord Brides
An alien warrior falls back in time. Under attack, Reven crashes through a collapsing
wormhole. While he’s technically in the correct location, he’s lost — arriving
centuries too early. Surrounded by primitive technology and even more primitive
humans, he must fight to stay alive and find a way home before the wormhole closes.
His missions grows more complicated when a widow living on the edge of the moor
discovers him in her barn. She doesn’t faint at the sight of his fearsome horns and he
wants more from her than just shelter. She is his true mate. A woman alone.
Elizabeth rejects the notion that there is a beast prowling the moors at night, stalking
its next victim. Until she sees it with her own eyes. His massive, powerful frame and
alien horns should frighten her, not excite her. Determined to prove he’s not the
monster that the villagers claim, she steals a kiss from the alien warrior, binding their
hearts together. As the villagers close in on the demon, Reven races to find a way
home and save the human female his heart desires. This is a standalone story in the
Warlord Brides universe with a HEA, time travel, aliens, haunting gothic moors, and
no cheating.

Videohound's Golden Movie Retriever, 1992
The British victory at Quebec in 1759 was a landmark in the history of North
America. In this "year of miracles," according to Horace Walpole, one could "never
afford to miss a single copy of a newspaper for fear of missing a British victory
somewhere." Of all the pivotal figures in the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), a cast
which included George Washington, Sir William Johnson, Lord Howe and Montcalm,
Major-General Wolfe remains etched most deeply in Americans' memories for his
heroic leadership at Quebec. Enhanced by illustrations and photographs, this book
focuses on the British forces throughout their disastrous and triumphant wilderness
campaigns which ultimately ensured the birth of the English-speaking United States
of America.

Anonyponymous
A complete video reference with detailed listings for over 120,000 programs on
62,000 videos - thousands more than other references. BOWKER'S COMPLETE
VIDEO DIRECTORY merges Bowker's new Education-Special Interest video database
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with our acclaimed Variety's Complete Home Video Directory database. The result: a
new hardbound, 2-volume directory designed especially for libraries, schools, &
video resources centers that lists virtually every video in every format - VHS, Beta,
3/4" U-matic, 8mm, & laserdisc. Unrivalled for: practicality - it offers separate
volumes (Entertainment & Education-Special Interest) for ready focus on the types
of videos you need for your collection; comprehensiveness - it brings you thousands
more available videos than any other source; value - it's significantly less expensive
than the competition; diversity - it gives you ordering information on more foreign
films, Spanish-language films, silent films, & feature films than anyone else, includes
full series & performance rights information, & notes international standards such as
PAL & SECAM where applicable; selection guidance - it offers review citations for
acquisitions assistance, & provides information on preview tapes when available;
access - it contains 15 indexes for ease of research - including Title, Genre, CastDirector, & more.

Warlord’s Baby
She’s pregnant without nookie. Someone slap her ass and call her Mary⋯ A ‘guest’
of the Lathar, Jess has become used to being at court, especially as it allows her to
be close to a certain tall, handsome healer. But Laarn might as well not know she
exists, far more interested in his tests and her genetic code than her as a woman⋯
maybe. A hot encounter after a combat trial prove that Laarn HAS noticed her, more
than noticed her. But before they can act on the attraction between them, Laarn is
called away to the battlefield leaving Jess all alone at court. Not wanting to both any
of the other healers when she feels unwell, Jess gets treatment from the automated
systems in Laarn’s lab, only to get worse days later. She’s pregnant, without a sniff
of between the sheets action and worse, there’s a bunch of fanatics loose in the
palace trying to kill her and her baby⋯ He aches to claim her, but saving his people
must come first. To do that, he can’t waste time with a female⋯ Lord Healer for the
Lathar, Laarn must find a way to save his people from the plague that claimed all
their women a generation ago. Now it speeding up and if he doesn’t do something,
the Lathar will be gone in a generation. Salvation arrives in the form of humanity,
descendants of a lost Lathar colony, who might just hold the key to reversing the
damage to the Lathar genetic code. His scars mark his rank, but will they also lose
him the woman he loves? Laarn never thought anything of his scars before. In his
culture they mark his rank as the best healer in the empire, but he starts to cover
them when Jessica, the delicate little human female who holds his interest, won’t
look at them. He wants her, but his duty lies elsewhere until everything changes⋯
Between a pregnancy, mating marks and a fanatic out to kill the woman he loves, can
Laarn remain detached enough to do his duty⋯ or will he give into emotion and save
his heart? Genre: Science Fiction Romance, Scifi Romance, Alien Invasion romance,
Alien pregnancy romance, Alien romance, Alien doctor romance, Alien hero, alien
healer, Alien Warrior, military women, scifi suspense romance

Rohn
Weekly World News
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What to expect when you’re expecting an alien’s baby. Mercy has been pregnant forfreaking-ever. She’s tired and grumpy and ready to get this kid out of her. Of course,
being adored by her alien warlord husband is awesome but she hasn’t seen her feet
in a month. And she can’t get over this sneaking suspicion that there’s something
Paax isn’t telling her Just as Mercy needs Paax the most, tension within the clan
pulls them apart. He’s nowhere to be found when she goes into labor.

American Woodland Indians
"Lavin writes like her hands are on fire, forcing us to take a hard look at our ugliest
truths." - Pamela Collof, The New York Times Magazine & Pro Publica Talia Lavin is
every fascist's worst nightmare: a loud and unapologetic young Jewish woman, with
the online investigative know-how to expose the tactics and ideologies of online
hatemongers. Outspoken and uncompromising, Lavin's debut uncovers the hidden
corners of the web where extremists hang out, from white nationalists and incels to
national socialists and Proud Boys. In stories crammed with catfishing and
gatecrashing, combined with extensive, gut-wrenching research, Lavin goes
undercover as a blonde Nazi babe and a forlorn incel to infiltrate extremist
communities online, including a whites-only dating site. She also discovers the
network of disturbingly young extremists, including a white supremacist YouTube
channel run by a 14-year-old girl with nearly one million followers. Ultimately, she
turns the lens of anti-Semitism, racism, and white power back on itself in an attempt
to dismantle and quash the online hate movement's schisms, recruiting tactics, and
the threat it represents to politics and beyond. Shocking, provocative and humorous
in equal measure, and with a take-no-prisoners attitude, Culture Warlords explores
some of the vilest subcultures on the internet and how they're doing their best to
infiltrate the mainstream. And then she shows us how we can fight back. "Culture
Warlords is a necessary and urgent read that could not have come at a much better
time. Thoroughly researched and engaging, this debut demonstrates the work of a
fearless reporter." - Morgan Jerkins, New York Times bestselling author of This Will
Be My Undoing

Video Source Book
Paul Wood and his girlfriend, Talena, were just tourists in Sarajevo, a city still reeling
from the aftermath of civil war. But an unexpected encounter makes them a
desperate woman's only hope of escape. Now, to get her to safety, they must
navigate through the minefield of warlords, criminals, and peacekeepers that is
postwar Bosnia. Pursued by brutal gangsters and unable to leave the country legally,
Paul agrees to do a job for a shadowy group of people smugglers in exchange for
safe passage. The smugglers seem friendly. The job seems harmless. But when he
discovers the secrets seething beneath, the repercussions will propel him on a
perilous journey around the world -- from a warlord's compound in lawless Albania,
through the jungles of Latin America, and toward an explosive confrontation at the
extraordinary Burning Man festival in the Nevada desert.

The Warlord Of Mars - Large Print Edition
Provides an account, based on the "Star Wars" films and other authorized sources, of
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the history of the "Star Wars" universe, from the origins of the Jedi to the exploits of
Leia and Han's children

The Blood Price
“A dense and scholarly book about . . . the relationship between the Nazi party and
the occult . . . reveals stranger-than-fiction truths on every page.”—Daily Telegraph
The Nazi fascination with the occult is legendary, yet today it is often dismissed as
Himmler’s personal obsession or wildly overstated for its novelty. Preposterous
though it was, however, supernatural thinking was inextricable from the Nazi project.
The regime enlisted astrology and the paranormal, paganism, Indo-Aryan mythology,
witchcraft, miracle weapons, and the lost kingdom of Atlantis in reimagining German
politics and society and recasting German science and religion. In this eye-opening
history, Eric Kurlander reveals how the Third Reich’s relationship to the
supernatural was far from straightforward. Even as popular occultism and
superstition were intermittently rooted out, suppressed, and outlawed, the Nazis
drew upon a wide variety of occult practices and esoteric sciences to gain power,
shape propaganda and policy, and pursue their dreams of racial utopia and empire.
“[Kurlander] shows how swiftly irrational ideas can take hold, even in an age before
social media.”—The Washington Post “Deeply researched, convincingly authenticated,
this extraordinary study of the magical and supernatural at the highest levels of Nazi
Germany will astonish.”—The Spectator “A trustworthy [book] on an extraordinary
subject.”—The Times “A fascinating look at a little-understood aspect of
fascism.”—Kirkus Reviews “Kurlander provides a careful, clear-headed, and
exhaustive examination of a subject so lurid that it has probably scared away some of
the serious research it merits.”—National Review

Jaxar
Sent on a mission to backwards Earth, alien physician Kalen never expected to find
his destined mate.Meridan's alluring scent, soft curves and the fire in her spirit call to
him the way no female ever has. She is his destined mate. He’s certain of that.
Fierce and independent, nurse Meridan was never interested in settling down, with a
human or an alien, especially not the arrogant, rude and devastatingly sexy medic
Kalen. How far will Kalen go to claim the woman he loves when the rules between his
planet and hers prevent him from doing just that? After a terrifying attack leaves
Meridan near death, Kalen breaks the rules to save her and bind them together as
mates. How will Meridan and Kalen find common ground before the universe tears
them apart forever? Standalone, full length novel. No cheating. Happy Ever After.

Afterimage
Betrayed and sold at auction, Thalia is a long way from home. When she’s given the
opportunity to bring those who abducted her to justice, she’s all in. One problem. Her
alien partner hates humans, and he really hates her. Too bad for him that she loves to
tease the monstrous cross between a devil and an orc. He’s big, dangerous, and hits
all her buttons. No problem. She can keep it professional. Right? A disgraced warrior.
Havik’s arrogance lost him a mate. Determined to regain his honor and complete this
mission, he will not allow the human female to distract him. He can’t trust a liar and a
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thief. And he definitely shouldn’t be kissing one. This books contains one grumpy
alien, a woman who won't loose hope, villains getting their just desserts, an HEA, no
cheating, and no cliffhangers. While Havik can be read on it's own, the book is best
enjoyed after Jaxar.

Wolfe's Army
Based on historical research and debates about Wales and Welshness, this volume
offers an authoritative and accessible account of the period from Neanderthal times
to the opening of the Senedd, the home of the National Assembly for Wales, in 2006.
Within a remarkably brief and stimulating compass, Geraint H. Jenkins explores the
emergence of Wales as a nation, its changing identities and values, and the
transformations its people experienced and survived throughout the centuries. In the
face of seemingly overwhelming odds, the Welsh never reconciled themselves to
political, social and cultural subordination, and developed ingenious ways of
maintaining a distinctive sense of their otherness. The book ends with the coming of
political devolution and the emergence of a greater measure of cultural pluralism.
Professor Jenkins's lavishly illustrated volume provides enthralling material for
scholars, students, general readers, and travellers to Wales.

Warlords of Utopia
In 1931, nine naughty children who received coal in their stockings travel from
Pittsburgh to the North Pole to plead their case to Santa Claus.

Comic Book Index
Molly Janson is busy planning the winter party on Honora Station, but when she
meets Tav, a sexy Detyen ship captain, sparks fly and all of her plans are thrown off
balance. They'll have to work together to make winter on Honora Station a reality,
even as someone on the ship seems determined to ruin the new holiday.
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